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ABOUT THE SPEAKERS ( NSS Achievers ) :

Key points of discussion during Webinar:
Aakash has shared his journey and experience about Pre – Republic day camp
and National Republic Day Parade Camp in January 2020.
He shared the details about the selection processes and daily schedule in Pre
Republic Day Parade Camp and National Republic Day Parade camp
He also shared the perks he received during the camp. He got the chance of
meeting various dignitaries including President of India.

Vandana is Gujarat State NSS awardee. She shared her journey of NSS.
She shared her experienced about how she had joined the NSS and how she had
qualified for Pre Republic Day Parade Camp and National Republic Day
Parade camp.
She also shared the various activities which she had performed during her
journey in NSS.

Hemankshi has received NSS GTU Award, NSS State Award and NSS National
Award for the year 2018-19.
She also shared her experience of her NSS journey.
She inspired the volunteers to participate and to grab the every opportunity that
come across their way

 Feed Back / Comments of Volunteers about the Talk

“The interactive session was full of knowledge. I got to know
the opportunities that NSS can give me. How NSS can
sparkle your personality and much more. I look forward to
attend many more sessions like this”
Venica Maclean
L D Engg College

“I am thankful to all speakers of today's session. It was
such an informative session. We got the information about
NSS, National camps, their requirements and selection
criteria, journey of the Camps. NSS provides many
opportunities for volunteers to show their skills and talent
at State and National level. Keep learning, keep growing.”

Bhumi Chavda
SCET

“I am very grateful to attend this event and get know more

Abanob Bhanu
SCET

about NSS. They had wonderful expressed their views on NSS
and what were the hurdle they had faced during their service
for the NSS. Also, they had shared about different NSS camp
details and criteria for selection in Camp. They had encourage
all the volunteers to be the best to server the NSS.
So,I am very much thankful to SCET-NSS to avail the
opportunity to talk with the pass out NSS Volunteers. Jai
Hind”
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